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The wildlife lands, here as
elsewhere across state,
receive very little tending

W

IND WHIPS through an
open valley and whistles
down sheer canyons, carrying snow. Wind tears loose
sand from choppy dunes, mixing the
driving grains with snow. The sky
closes in, obliterating the sun and all
the world is white, bitter emptiness.
A too-early buffalo calf takes its first
befuddled breath in blizzard air-the
late season storm its first sensation and stands on wobbly legs beside its
mother to begin enduring the harsh
realities of a big country, where home
stretches for hundreds of miles.

The Panhandle bred both the raging
blizzard and the silent calf-steel and
velvet. Wide openness does little to
break wind that whips from the mountains to the northwest. Settlers and immigrants, ranchers and farmers have
alternately cursed and blessed this
country where wind blows free and
for as far as the eye can see stretches
many, many miles.
Buffalo did indeed roam the Panhandle 150 years ago, by the thousands, but the deer and the antelope's
play was probably more like a struggle
for survival- at least in winter.
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Yet the Panhandle can be gentle,
and in spring, at calving time, tender
new grasses and delicate wildflowers
people the hills and valleys with color
and fragrance. Perhaps Indian children noticed them as they romped in
the grass. Perhaps pioneer children
wore them in their hair.
There was a natural balance in the
Panhandle once, though it wasn't a
Panhandle then. It was just an expanse
of land where Indians depended on
buffalo; depended on grass; and a
thousand other interdependencies
were interwoven.

But men came to slaughter the buffalo- almost to extinction- and the
Indian was crippled; without food,
clothing, shelter. He was settled on
reservations, but not without a fight,
and some of the last battles of the Indian Wars took place in the Pine
Ridge. According to one armchair historian, "sti II there were deer, antelope,
elk, bear and other big game to feed
them, along with various kinds of
smaller game. The streams were still
alive with fish, the marshes with wildfowl." That was true for awhile.
Today the wide Platte Valley, where

covered wagons once traveled west
to the Oregon Territory and the gold
fields of California, is a broad, farming I ranching community. Cattle
ranching extends throughout the
region .
The buffalo are nearly gone, and so
are the elk. A bear hasn't been seen
there for many decades, but in Wildcat Hills is a big-game refuge where
buffalo and elk remain .
Big-game hunting can be found on
the Pine Ridge areas. Deer, both
white-tailed and mule, along with
wild turkey, roam the Ridge.

The
Panhandle
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And at Smith Lake are waterfowl
hunting and lake fishing. Here, on
what was a great desert during past
eons of geologic time, is now a grassfrozen sand sea, interspersed with
little lakes that sit on the top of a high
water table. Smith is one of those
lakes. Marsh and wet meadow are
home for water-loving animals and
birds not found commonly in the high
Pine Ridge, or dry Wildcat Hills, or
along the meandering Nine Mile
Creek that wanders through the midst
of an agricultural region.

Trout fishing has been restored to
the Panhandle, mainly for rainbows,
using such nursery streams as Nine
Mile to manage spawning and rearing.
Wildlife Lands, here as anywhere in
the state, receive a minimum of "tending", and it's best that way. As much
as possible, the lands owned and controlled by the Game and Parks Commission as wildlife areas are permitted
to "go their own way". It was, after
all, in their own way that they formerly produced an abundance of wildlife
-hills and valleys teeming with buf-

falo and elk, deer and antelope,
waddling porcupines and raccoons,
streamlined waterfowl, and all the
snakes, and frogs, and eagles, and
songbirds that made the Panhandle a
living land.
It can never be the same again, "for
time moves not backward, nor tarries
with yesterday .... " Yet, the wild Iife
lands are places to preserve the valuable things of yesterday-and of today-until maybe tomorrow their
value will be better understood and
appreciated.

It is said that the "cow and the
plow" were the undoing of Indian and
buffalo. The harmonious balance of
the two kinds of free beings died with
the coming of the farmer and rancher
and their many tools and new ideas.
The cow and plow are not permitted
on wildlife lands-except in special
instances. Cultivation is used very
sparingly to provide food plots of oats
for turkey, and maybe a little alfalfa
for deer. A little grazing or prescribed
burning may be used someday to prevent vegetation from reaching a climax stage of succession- a stage that
might also crowd out wildlife. Pines
in the Ridge are a good example. The
meadows are covered with tiny seedlings. In time they may take over and
crowd out all other plants. The beautiful diversity of the Ridge could suffer
then. And, without browse, the deer
would go; the small meadow creatures would disappear. The forest
would be silent, except for the few
creatures that depend solely on pines.
But that's tomorrow, and today,
wildlife managers are turning a concerned eye to the possi bi Iities of that
tomorrow.
There are 8 Panhandle wildlife
areas, encompassing more than 20,000 acres. Included in those 20,000
acres are a 418-acre, spring-fed Sand
Hill lake, a meandering trout nursery
stream, a refuge for the massive beasts
of yesteryear, and an unequalled
hunting area where deer and turkey
wander through rough canyons and
pine trees.
There are no facilities to speak of,
but tomorrow holds promise for those
wild animals that are disappearing
elsewhere, and for the wild flowers
and plants that both support them
and add a bit of contrast and color to
the lives of men.
A guide to the Panhandle wildlife
areas follows. It is in no way complete.
It is up to you to make your own guide
somewhere in your mind's library
where you catalogue the experiences
that have made your life a good one.
Smith Lake Wildlife Area

T

ENSE EXCITEMENT vibrated in
the man's voice as he drove
along the lake's marshy shore
with his son. "There's a pair of

pintails back in that little patch of
water ... I'll back up slow ... see 'em?
There they go! Did you see 'em?"
Ducks seemed to be everywhere.
Spring plumage flashed in brilliant
sunlight. The 5,000 or more ducks
that had concentrated on Smith Lake
were gone, but they had left many
lingering pairs behind. Here a couple
of pairs of mallards paddled around,
there a shoveller or two scrounged
snails from the lake-bottom muck, and
in another spot a hooded merganser
fished for minnows while some blue-

winged teal, startled by the car, were
taking off from the smooth lake's surface. As many as 17 species of ducks
have been sighted on Smith Lake.
The boy was fascinated by a flock
of coots. Their improbable-looking
bodies and bobbing walk made them
a source of amusement between father
and son as they had for many generations.
Tramping up a sandy knoll to glass
the far shore, the boy nearly stumbled
on a nest filled with a half-dozen
olive colored eggs. "Probably mal-

lard," his dad commented. Then the
boy's attention was quickly diverted
elsewhere.
He was pulling a weed. "What's
this?" he wanted to know. That answer
didn't come easy, so the sample was
taken along to check later. But already
the boy was on hands and knees, following a leaf-hopper, which led him
to the grass. A dried clump of bluestem
was shooting up its first new blades ....
Suddenly he pointed to the lake.
"What's that? " A willet had just
landed in the water. "It looks like an
Indian warbonnet!" he added. The
upstretched wings did indeed flash
black-and-white for a moment like
the headgear.
·
Great blue herons and American
bitterns, too, slowly work the shoreline. A variety of shorebirds and marsh
birds use the shallow lake for their
insect-grubbing. Avocets stir up the
water with long bills, disturbing bottom sediment, then take their pick of
the goodies that roil up because of
the churning water.
Killdeer and plovers nest in nearby
meadows, doing their broken wing
act whenever someone approaches
too close. Bobolinks and robins and
mountain bluebirds use the meadows,
trees and hollow cavities for their
nurseries.
A grassy knoll might be covered by
a flock of yellow-headed blackbirds
in the spring, like a crop of sunflower
heads resting on the ground. Early on
an April morning, sharp-tailed grouse
will come a-courting on some hilltop
where vegetation is short, while
pheasant cocks strut their stuff, replete
in their most colorful and iridescent
feathers for attracting hens.
Hunters at Smith Lake have their
choice of pheasant, grouse, cottontail, ducks and a few Canada geese,
and both mule or white-tailed deer.
Trappers will find a good population
of muskrats.
Kangaroo rats and deer mice will
share grass seed with rabbits and
pheasants. Coyotes are attracted to
the meadows by the rodents and birds.
Several thousand red cedar and pine
trees also provide food and cover for
birds such as brown thrashers and
American goldfinches.
Smith Lake is a fishing lake, too. It
was stocked by the Game Commis-

Golden eagle

Cliff swallows' nests

sion once, but a severe winter kill
destroyed the fishery. A second stocking has left the lake with good populations of largemouth bass and
bullheads, along with some bluegill,
catfish and northern pike.
The 640 acres of the Smith Lake
Wildlife Area includes 418 land and
222 water acres. The lake is bordered
all around by wet and dry meadows.
Upland prairie and choppy sand
dunes in their turn surround the
meadows and marshes.
"These sandhi lis, the choppies ...
you just can't express them. There's
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nothing like them anywhere in the
world . . . there's the isolation ... you
stand on top of a dune, feel the wind
blowing grass, and you can see forever. But there's not another person.
Maybe there's an antelope miles
away, feeding on another dune, but
all you hear is silence ... it's almost as
though you turn into sand, and the
grass is your hair. You feel the wind
stirring it, and maybe taking away a
bit of you, and you're just a grain of
sand - light and moving and ethereal
- and maybe you drop into a little,
hidden lake.... "

Bobcat
A gift provided the original acreage
at Smith Lake; then the PittmanRobertson, Dingeii-Johnson programs
provided 75 percent of the purchase
price and the Game Commission supplied the other 25 percent, for another
parcel of land.
The gift and subsequent purchases
provide a place for learning and observing. Excitement echoes on Smith
Lake in a lot of little ways. The voices
of two old fishermen on a spring
morning echo those of father and son,
as one reels in a hefty northern pike.
"Bet he'll go five pounds," is the

laconic remark that conceals crafty
pride.
"Naw," is the kidding reply; "you'll
never see a five-pounder!" Humor
glints in both men's eyes. They have
been fishing adversaries and partners
for years ....

Pine Ridge Wildlife Areas
DON'T KNOW anything-but I
want to learn ... I want to hear a
wild turkey's gobble echoing
across the canyons ... I want to
know the sun on my back and a horse
)

under me-a sure-footed animal that
can climb up and down these ridges ...
I want to hear leather creak, and maybe even share a bit of laughter as I
lay belly-in-the-grass and slurp spring
water just upstream from my horse ...
I want to eat a watercress salad cooled
on a sunlit day in an icy stream ... I
want to live for awhile in the Pine
Ridge ... ."
Rocky buttes shoulder out of pineclad hills like the craggy-faced soldiers
and settlers who have Iived among
them. Their faces and clefts are impassive. On any one of five wildlife

areas among them are the grand and
the common. Bobcats stalk the ridge;
wild turkeys pick up pine seeds that
drop from the cones; rodents rend
the cones for the tenacious remaining
seeds that cling to their shelter. Prairie
golden-peas blow lightly in sunlight
and shade, and delicate pasque
flowers dot the sidehills, peering out
from pine shade.
"Used to just set here like this and
watch the deer come out of the canyons in the evening ... mist settles
down in the valley there where the

farms are . ...
"We planted these oat plots for the
turkeys, but I guess they weren't
hungry enough ... they didn't get
much use. The bird I got had pine
seeds and a couple of pasque flowers
in his crop."
Food and cover plots of oats and
rye, along with alfalfa, serve to concentrate deer and turkeys . Some
timber thinning may be done to provide more open space for shrubs. In a
few areas, the dense canopy of pines
shades out the shrubs that deer prefer
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Pine Ridge wildlife areas
offer over 20,000 acres
for backpacking, through
ponderosa-clad buttes

to browse on . Thinning would yield
some fallen trees for turkey nesting.
As the stands of pine naturally become
thicker, thinning may become more
and more necessary to maintain the
Ridge's natural intermixture of plant
and animal species that are dependent
on more than just pine shade for their
lives.
"We called up a gobbler this morning. Had a nice chance at a shot, but
I couldn't get him close enough to
get a picture. Guess I got a little excited when I heard him, and moved a

bit too fast. They seem to be ·answering the gobble instead of the hen's
squawk now. I sometimes amuse even
myself with these toys . ... "
A turkey call probably wasn't a toy
to the settlers who retreated into the
Ridge. The remains of their old cabins
and corrals give character to meadows
on Metcalf, Ponderosa, and GilbertBaker areas. Ranchers disappeared
into the hills with their cattle for
months at a time, where they killed
an occasional rattlesnake, built fence,
branded and helped their cows with
calving. Some of them grew big out
there; some of them disappeared.
But before the ranchers could raise
cattle, the Indian Wars had to be
ended. Fort Robinson figured prominently in the close of hostilities, and
surrounding canyons and buttes provided overlooks and hideaways for
fighting Sioux and Cheyenne. Whispering pines and fragrant needles
seem to speak of cold camps and
huddled forms hidden among them.
Though man's history has been
made in the Pine Ridge, the pines and
rocks have a character of their own,
formed by the eons of their past. A
deposit of sediment on the bottom of
an inland sea, the Ridge was slowly
thrust above its adjacent land area by
forces within the earth's crust that
pushed in from the east. Meanwhile,
wind and water covered it with silt,
sand, clay and volcanic ash from the
west, and began the erosion of its own
territory. Gradually, wind and water
chewed and gouged the land layers,
forming canyons and ridges.
Finally, pines moved in among the
rocks, and porcupines followed to eat
the pine bark. Some say that turkeys
were native, too, supporting themselves on pine seed, insects, grasses
and other seeds. But the turkeys disappeared, if they were there. The
Game and Parks Commission planted
Merriam's wild turkeys in 1968, and
they have now replaced the lost birds.
Through its past, the Ridge has built
a log book of events to be noted . The
familiar is repeated each year with
inevitable constancy.
"The swallows came into Ponderosa this morning .. . every year
about this time they come flyin' in . . .
swoop around the old nests a few
times to kinda look things over . .. .
"Every year there's an ol' turtle
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Badger

Merriam's wild turkeys

Western yellow pines and Soapweed

dove nests right in that pine tree ....
Spring thunderstorms come up
quickly in the big country. It's exhilarating to stand squared against a beginning storm and watch thunderheads
pile their dark threats atop frowning
buttes. The rain begins in huge drops,
and anyone off the blacktop roads
may curl up for the night to listen to
the fury of an angry sky. Natives seem
to always have blankets in their vehicles. And in the lightning-flashes, a
mule deer is silhouetted against a tiny
knoll just above the car . ... "
In the summer, yucca blooms. Waxey white petals seem to suddenly flutter away as a white pronuba moth
inside the cup moves off. The yucca's
cup-like flowers hang upside down
on the stalk; pollen cannot travel from
one flower to another without the
pronubas, which lay their eggs in the
flowers and carry pollen from one to
another on the brush-like tentacles of
their jaws. Young pronubas feed on
developing yucca seeds.
Naturalists will find an interspersion of western and eastern birds in
the Pine Ridge. Here mountain bluebirds, Clark's nutcrackers, pinion jays,
gray jays and red crossbills intermingle
with such eastern species as broadwinged hawks, brown creepers and
white-breasted nuthatches.
Golden eagles nest in the rocky
crags, soaring above their homes,
black against the sky, wheeling over
the ridge, seeming to see all, know
all. A red-tailed hawk will suddenly
stop his soaring wheel to hover over
some hapless but unaware chipmunk
before plunging toward the grass.
The Pine Ridge wildlife lands are
also a mixture of ponderosa pines and
broadleaves. Creek bottoms support
the more delicate cottonwoods, willows, boxelders and green ash. Deer
browse on buckbrush and service
berry and chokecherry. Pocket
gophers aerate the soi I of the grassy
meadows, tunneling under smooth
stands and chewing off roots. Cascades of wild grape vines enclose
some of the trees and shrubs like nets.
Under a gnarled treeroot is a deep
pool where trout hide ....
"You should see that trout down
there! He's laying there in that pool
under the bank. And he's hungry ...
he bit twice for me, but I couldn't
/

Watercress

Oregon grape and Juniper

land him ... I ran outa worms. Bet he'll
go 3112 pounds. I'll catch 'im in the
mornin'. just sneak down by that big
cottonwood tree, though, and take a
peek . ... "
Many yesterdays are gone from the
Pine Ridge; many memorable trout
and echoing turkey's calls; but tomorrows promise crystal pure water
to drink and a million things to learn.
"I watched a bumblebee today
down on Monroe Creek. He was
working over some kind of woody
stuff with yellow flowers ... Never saw
that plant before .... "
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Plant, animal communities are complex. Songbirds use fruits which
depend on bees or wind
for pollination, while bees
need the wild blossoms

Wildcat Hills

Y

OU GOTIA rope 'em around
the horns. A buffalo has a weak
windpipe and you can crush it
if you jerk him around the
neck .... "
Where buffalo roam-that's Wildcat Hills Wildlife Area near Gering.
There a 385-acre enclosure is home
for a herd of some 8 buffalo and about
12 elk. There the Game Commission
attempts to preserve a part of Nebraska's wildlife history.
Millions of buffalo once roamed the
plains at will. They were, and are,
good-sized critters, with cows averaging between 800 and 900 pounds
and bulls more than double that. The
average buffalo is about 5 to 6 feet at
the shoulder.
Animals that size pose some problems for managers. Buffalo must be
blood tested and branded, and horses
are used to do the work. Hence, the
roping. But here a difficult art becomes doubly difficult because the
target is narrowed from head and neck
to the hor-ns on a galloping animal. A
roper must be well mounted, too, for
despite their tremendous size, buffalo
can really move.
Corrals have been built to handle
the buffs (again, quite an undertaking
because they must be sturdy) and the
animals are now only herded into
the corrals on horseback.
Elk pose a simpler problem. Tranquilizer drugs make their handling
easier. The buffalo are just too big
and too resistant to most drugs.
Back when buffalo and elk roamed
the plains in vast herds, inbreeding
was no problem. Buttoday, with small
numbers of animals carefully confined, the herds' health is constantly
at stake, resting on breeding stock.
Various federal refuges have given
surplus animals to the Game Commission-which poses still another
problem. How do you transfer a ton
buffalo bull from one range to another?
Buffalo make use of wallowing
areas to dust for flies, and they rub on
trees, especially when shedding.
Wildcat Hills seems to be a perfect
place for buffalo and elk, though.
There they are isolated from farms
and ranches where they could do a

Long-tailed weasel

great deal of damage. They're not
competing with other forage animals.
As long as their numbers are kept
small, they won't overgraze the range.
Surplus animals are moved to an enclosure at the Fort Robinson State
Park in the Pine Ridge. The animals
don't require a lot of water, and the
springs on the refuge keep their needs
satisfied. Wildcat Hills is more open
than the Pine Ridge. There are fewer
trees, but that's that much more pasture for the big animals.
Small mammals, lizards and turkey
vultures share the Hills with the elk

and buffalo. White-tailed and mule
deer, along with a few wild turkey,
range the area. Bobcats, too, wander
the Hills, seeking their dinner by
night.
Separated from Pine Ridge only by
the Platte Valley, part of the same
original formation, the Wildcat Hills
still wear a different complexion than
their cousin, the Ridge. It is drier, less
forested, less diverse and smaller. But
it's home for small populations of unusual animals that once roamed the
state as lords of a vast domain.
An aloof-looking elk steps out of a

Elk
pine grove, wearing his antlers back
like a crown-nose up. This was all
his once; all his to wander ....

H

Nine Mile Creek

OW DOES A wild goose know
when it's time to fly south?
Why does a salmon seek out
a special fresh-water river to
lay its eggs and die? How do trout
choose the same nursery stream they
were hatched in to spawn? How do
they know what the eggs need to survive? Who taught them to dig their

redds, their nests?
None of these questions have complete answers yet and maybe never
will, but fisheries biologists know that
trout need clean gravel and cold water
to reproduce-and the trout seem to
know it, too.
Nine Mile Creek Wildlife Area is
an attempt to provide the essentials
for rainbow trout migrating from Lake
McConaughy to spawn. It is the delivery room and nursery for rainbows.
It seems that a spawning trout is a
bit like a woman. When her time
comes she seeks familiarity-her own

nursery stream.
Being hatched in Nine Mile imprints
something about the stream on the
baby rainbow's "memory". The tiny
trout, looking more like minnows than
game fish, flash in the sun and disappear whenever anyone approaches
too closely.
They feed on microscopic insects
from the watercress and gravel- until
they are large enough to follow their
parents that returned to the lake the
last spring. How do they know when
to make the journey?
They r~turn when they've grown;
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All kinds of nets are forbidden on
Nine Mile and in other Panhandle
streams-even landing nets. Unfortunately, they have been used to take
an unfair advantage in the past.
Grass and sweet-clover meadows
surrounding Nine Mile are a tiny
haven for small game, and also for the
day's supply of grasshoppers, taken in
an early dawn chill when they're still
sluggish. Pheasants nest in the cover
there, and deer browse the area.
The shade of a willow or elm overhanging the bank provides a sanctuary
for trout. A fly fisherman- a puristgracefully arches a line toward the
hole, a carefully tied bivisible on the
end. Meanwhile, a local kid with a
cane pole leans against a tree trunk,
munching a candy bar, casually laying his pole on the bank for a second,
allowing his grasshopper to do all the
work. A line jerks taut. ...
A bubble drifts downstream, reflecting a rainbow from its curved surface,
and lodges on a clump of watercress.
Trout flash back and forth over a
clean gravel bed. Tomorrow they will
be the spawners; the males, shining
red, working a hooked, underslung
jaw. Tomorrow there will be trout.
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Prickly pear

to reproduce themselves. The shiny
female digs a redd, deposits a few
eggs which the male, his appearance
totally altered now, fertilizes. Then
the female moves upstream to dig another hollow, at the same time covering the first. How does she know the
eggs will be safe there? How does she
know the movement of water will
keep her eggs oxygenated? How does
she know the eggs would smother in
the sti II waters of the lake?
It's not enough to set aside a parcel
of land with a clear, cold stream run-

ning through it and say: "Now the
trout are provided for." That stream
has to be maintained- protected from
bank erosion and siltation.
Game Commission personnel keep
a close eye on the trout. Silt might
smother eggs, so no cattle are permitted on the area, and bank erosion
is carefully controlled with rock riprap. No fishing is permitted on Nine
Mile Wildlife Area during the spawning runs, and trout fishing in Lake
McConaughy is good because of
nursery streams such as Nine Mile.
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Pine Ridge features intermixture of coniferous and deciduous trees

